Autumn Termly
Overview
English: Sensory Story
This term our Sensory Story is titled ‘My Senses’ the
children will be listening and participating in a variety
of sensory experiences that help them to explore their
own senses and how to use them.
The children will be working on personalised and
individual targets linking to their current level.
Through the session the children will be encouraged to
use their pupil voice and build upon their
communication skills to express preferences and
communicate their likes and dislikes.
Early mark making skills and book skills will also be
encouraged throughout the session.

The theme in Apple Class this term is ‘Our
World’ we will think about the children’s world and
how we can help them to explore it, as well as the
wider world around them.
We are going to continue to work closely with
therapy and support their approaches through
everything we do.

Maths: Cognition
Within our cognition sessions we will be
travelling around the world and learning
about a variety of different countries. We will
experience food, drink, music and movement linked to
a country as well as creating crafts and art work too.
The children will be working on personalised and
individual targets linking to their current level.

Topic– How do I use my senses to explore the world around us?
We are going to continue thinking about our senses and how we can develop our use and knowledge of our senses
in our Topic sessions, we will spend 2 weeks focusing on each of our senses to allow every child plenty
of time to explore and embed their learning.
We will explore a variety of sensory (and messy!) activities linked to each of the senses.

Dates for your diary
3rd September– Back to school
7th September – School council
election.
12th October– Fiction week
15th October– Flu Vaccinations
22nd October—School closes for
half term
3rd November— School opens
16th November– Parents evening

Other subjects
Life Skills— We will be following COVID guidelines whilst accessing
a life skills and outdoor curriculum, the children will visit local parks
and walks, to still explore the world around them.
PSED– Our focus for PSED is social interaction and we will be
thinking about our family and friends. We will work on recognising
ourselves and working with others in a variety of situations.
PE– We will be exploring our bodies through different movements and
becoming familiar with different types of equipment.
Outdoor Learning—We will be making the most of our outdoor
space completing as much outdoor learning as possible, linked to different curriculum areas each week.
Monday– Life skills on the minibus.
Tuesday– Topic, it may get messy!
Wednesday– Forest school, physio, and music therapy
Thursday—Dance with Sadie
Friday– PE, please come to school in full school PE kit.

